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PostComlUSPS-T-35-2. Please refer to footnote 4 in LR-I-166, wpl-comm.xls, 
worksheet “parcel,” which states, “Estimate of reduction in surchargable pieces 
due to implementation of the surcharge.” 

(a) Please confirm that the “Estimate of reduction in 
surchargable pieces due to implementation of the surcharge” is 25% for 
Standard (A) Regular. If not confirmed, please provide the correct figure. 

@I Please explain how this 25% figure was developed. 

(c) Do the pieces that are no longer surchargable leave the 
Standard (A) Regular mailstream? If so, please provide a citation to 
where the Postal Service has adjusted Standard (A) Regular cost and 
volume figures to reflect this change. 

(d) Do the pieces that are no longer surchargable become flat- 
shaped Standard (A) Regular pieces? If so, please provide a citation to 
where the Postal Service has adjusted Standard (A) Regular cost figures 
to reflect this change. 

(e) If your response to part (c)was no, please describe which 
test year mailstream includes these no longer surchargable pieces. 

PostCom/USPS-T-35-3. Please refer to footnote 9 in LR-I-166, wpl-comm.xls, 
worksheet “parcel,” which states, “Estimate of reduction in surchargable pieces 
due to implementation of the surcharge.” 

(4 Please confirm that the “Estimate of reduction in 
surchargable pieces due to implementation of the surcharge” is 50% for 
Standard (A) ECR. If not confirmed, please provide the correct figure. 

(b) Please explain how this 50% figure was developed. 

(c) Do the pieces that are no longer surchargable pieces leave 
the Standard (A) ECR mailstream? If so, please provide a citation to 
where the Postal Service has adjusted Standard (A) ECR cost and volume 
figures to reflect this change? 

(4 Do the pieces that are no longer surchargable pieces 
become flat-shaped Standard (A) ECR pieces? If so, please provide a 
citation to where the Postal Service has adjusted Standard (A) ECR cost 
figures to reflect this change. 

(e) If your response to parts (c) was no, please describe which 
test year mailstream includes these no longer surchargable pieces. 
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